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Outline 

l Basic concepts

√   Models

√   Shallow models

p MetaPath2Vec (KDD2017), HERec (TKDE2018), MCRec
(KDD2018), HeGAN (KDD2019), HEAD(TKDE2021)

¢ Deep models

¢ OpenHGNN platform

l Pre-training

l Applications

l Conclusion and future work
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Basic idea of Metapath2vec

YuXiao Dong, Nitesh V. Chawla, Ananthram Swami. Metapath2vec: Scalable Representation 
Learning for Heterogeneous Networks. KDD 2017.
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l Meta-Path-Based Random Walks
¢ Given a meta-path

¢ The transition probability at step i is defined as

¢ Recursive guidance for a symmetric path, i.e.,

Meta-Path-Based Random Walks
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Skip-gram of metapath2vec

l Skip-gram’s potential issue
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l Metapath2vec metapath2vec++

metapath2vec vs metapath2vec++
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Effectiveness Experiments

Application 1: Multi-Class Node Classification

ü DeepWalk
ü node2vec
ü LINE
ü PTE

AMiner Academic 
Network 
ü 9 1.7 million authors
ü 3800+ venues 
ü 8 research areas
ü 3 million papers 

l Baselines
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Effectiveness Experiments

Application 2: Node Clustering

Application 3: Similarity Search
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Heterogeneous information network embedding

Fuse embeddings into MF for recommendation
HERec

Heterogeneous information network 
Embedding for Recommendation (HERec)

Framework of HERec

Chuan Shi, Binbin Hu, Wayne Xin Zhao, Philip S. Yu. Heterogeneous Information Network 
Embedding for Recommendation. TKDE 2018
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Mete-path based Random Walk

Type Constraints and Filtering
• Uncover heterogeneous information with 

homogeneous node embedding objective
• Utilize more neighbor information in a fixed 

length window 

Embedding with Skip-Gram for Single Meta-path 

HIN Embedding – Single Meta-path
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• Integrate information of various meta-
paths

• A good fusion function should be learned 
according to the specific task 

Embedding Fusion

HIN Embedding – Fusion
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Extended Rating Prediction
• Integrated with HIN Embeddings

Model Optimization Objective

Basic Rating Prediction

Extended MF
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Experimental Setup

Dataset

Metrics
• Mean absolute error (MAE)

• Root mean square error (RMSE)

Typical methods
• PMF
• SoMF

HIN-based Methods
• FMHIN
• HeteMF
• SemRec	
• DSR	

Our Methods
• HERecdw
• HERecmp
• HERec

Baselines
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Effectiveness Experiments
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Basic idea
l Learn explicit representations for meta-path based context tailored 

for the recommendation task 
l Characterize a three-way interaction ⟨user, meta-path, item⟩

Motivation of MCRec

Binbin Hu, Chuan Shi, Wayne Xin Zhao, Philip S. Yu. Leveraging Meta-path based Context for 
Top-N Recommendation with A Neural Co-Attention Model. KDD 2018
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Meta-path based Context for Recommendation (MCRec)

Interpretability
Meta-path based context 

embedding

Mutual Effect
Neural co-attention 

mechanism

Rank
Ranking 

predication model

Framework of MCRec
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Experimental Setup
Dataset

Metrics
• Perc@10

• Recall@10

• NDCG@10

Baselines
• CF based Methods

Ø ItemKNN

Ø BPR

Ø MF

Ø NeuMF

• HIN based Methods
Ø SVDFeaturehete
Ø SVDFeaturemp
Ø HeteRS

Ø FMGrank

Methods
Ø MCRecrand
Ø MCRecavg
Ø MCRecmp
Ø MCRec
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MCRec significantly outperforms CF, NN, and
HIN based recommendations

Effectiveness Experiments
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Motivation of HeGAN

Binbin Hu, Yuan Fang, Chuan Shi. Adversarial Learning on Heterogeneous Information 
Networks. KDD 2019.

Negative samples are a basic
function in HIN embedding 

Adversarial learning can
provide better samples

• How to capture the semantics of multiple types of nodes and 
relations?

• How to generate fake samples efficiently and effectively?

Two Challenges
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Basic idea

HIN Embedding with GAN based Adversarial Learning (HeGAN)

Relation-aware Generator and Discriminator

Generalized Generator

Challenge 1

Challenge 2

(i) Discriminator tells whether a node pair is real or fake w.r.t relation
(ii) Generator produces fake node pairs that mimic real pairs w.r.t relation

(i) Sample latent nodes from a continuous distribution
(ii) no softmax computation and fake samples are not restricted to the existing 

nodes
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Experiments

HeGAN learns semantic-
preserving representations 

in a robust manner
HeGAN has a more crisp 

boundary and denser 
clusters
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Background of HEAD

Ruijia Wang, Chuan Shi, Tianyu Zhao, Xiao Wang, Yanfang Ye.Heterogeneous Information Network 
Embedding with Adversarial Disentangler. TKDE 2021.

The major line of HINE adopts meta-path to retain correlations.
l Using only one meta-path inevitably results in information loss.
l Merging multiple meta-paths relies on supervised information.

They may fail to uncover the latent explanatory factors.

An author’s publications with
interdisciplinary authors

An author’s publications in
multidisciplinary venues

Examples:
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Motivation

Ruijia Wang, Chuan Shi, Tianyu Zhao, Xiao Wang, Yanfang Ye.Heterogeneous Information Network 
Embedding with Adversarial Disentangler. TKDE 2021.

We review the role of meta-path in HIN analysis.
l Meta-paths are highly correlated to expose intrinsic factors. 
l Meta-paths describe distinguished sub-structures from various aspects.

Purifying out intrinsic factors during meta-path fusion?

Challenges:
C1: How to determine intrinsic and specific factors?
l Intrinsic factors à invariant to meta-paths
l Specific factors à meta-path specific semantic

C2: How to disentangle factors without supervision?
l Self-supervised information 

Heterogeneous Information Network Embedding
with Adversarial Disentangler (HEAD)
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HEAD Framework

Ø Meta-path Disentangler
The meta-path disentangler coarsely detaches intrinsic and specific embedding.
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Ø Adversarial Learners
l Meta-path discriminator makes it difficult to tell which meta-path the intrinsic 

embedding comes from.

l Semantic discriminator forces specific embedding more meta-path dependent.

HEAD Framework
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Experimental Setup

• Datasets

• Baselines
ü DeepWalk
ü LINE-1st
ü LINE-2nd

• Tasks
ü Node Classification
ü Node Clustering
ü Relation Prediction
ü Visualization

ü ESim
ü HERec
ü Metapath2vec

ü HIN2Vec
ü HetGNN
ü HeGAN
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Effectiveness Experiments

• Node Clustering

ü Purifying out intrinsic factors reduces noise and learns robust representation.

• Relation Prediction

ü The performance gain of HEADs over HEAD implies that the learned specific
embedding are highly related to meta-path semantics.
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Effectiveness Experiments

• Disentanglement Analysis

ü Intrinsic factors involved in meta-paths reveal the intrinsic characteristic of nodes.
ü Specific embedding reflects meta-path dependent semantics.

• Adversarial Learning

ü Adversarial learners can stably and consistently improve performance through mutual 
adversarial learning.
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Outline 
l Basic concepts

√   Models

¢ Shallow models

√   Deep models

p HetGNN (KDD2019), HAN(WWW2019), MAGNN(WWW20),
HPN(TKDE21)，DHE(ICDM 21), HeCo(KDD21) , HGSL(AAAI21)

¢ OpenHGNN platform

l Pre-training

l Applications

l Conclusion and future work
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Motivation of HetGNN

l Can we jointly consider heterogeneous structural (graph) 

information as well as heterogeneous contents information 

for node embedding effectively in HG？

Chuxu Zhang, Dongjin Song, Chao Huang, Ananthram Swami, Nitesh V. Chawla. Heterogeneous Graph 
Neural Network. KDD 2019.
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Challenges

l C1: Sampled 
heterogeneous neighbors 
are correlated to 
embedding generation

l C2: Design node content 
encoder for content 
heterogeneity

l C3: Aggregate heteroge-
neous neighbors by 
considering node types

Requirements of heterogeneous graph neural network
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HetGNN
Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network(HetGNN)

(a) The overall architecture of HetGNN (b) NN-1: node heterogeneous contents encoder; 
(c) NN-2: type-based neighbors aggregator; (d) NN-3: heterogeneous types combination.
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Effectiveness Experiments

Link prediction task
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Effectiveness Experiments

Recommendation

Multi-label Classification Inductive Multi-label 
Classification
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Motivation of HAN

GAT
for Homogeneous graph
(Petar et al, ICLR2018)

Attention Mechanism

Can we design attention mechanism 
for heterogeneous graph?

Xiao Wang, Houye Ji, Chuan Shi, Bai Wang, Peng Cui, Philip S. Yu, Yanfang Ye. Heterogeneous Graph 
Attention Network. WWW 2019.
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Challenges

Requirements of Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network
l Heterogeneity of graph
l Node-level attention
l Semantic-level attention
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HAN Framework

Heterogeneous Graph Attention Network(HAN)
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Classification
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Clustering & Visualization
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Motivation of HPN

l Degradation of Deep NN

l Performance of Deep HGNN

Houye Ji, Xiao Wang, Chuan Shi, Bai Wang and Philip S. Yu. Heterogeneous Graph Propagation Network. 
TKDE 2021

Degradation of Deep HGNN
(Semantic Confusion)
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Semantic Confusion Analysis

Connecting HGNNs and Multiple Meta-paths based Random Walk

l HGNN

Ø Node-level Aggregating

Ø Semantic-level Aggregating

l Multiple Meta-paths RW

Ø Single Meta-path RW Aggregating

Ø Semantic-level Aggregating

Propagation
on graph

Weighted
fusion

All node embeddings are influenced by
the same limit distribution
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The Proposed HPN

Heterogeneous Graph Propagation Network (HPN)

l Semantic Propagation Mechanism

l Semantic Fusion Mechanism

The learned 
weights

Neighbor aggregating

Node-related limitation distribution

Node info.
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Experiments
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Experiments

Clustering results of HAN/HPN with 1,2,3,4,5 layers.

Performance and weights of different meta-paths.
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Motivation of MAGNN

Xinyu Fu, Jiani Zhang, Ziqiao Meng, Irwin King. MAGNN: Metapath Aggregated Graph Neural Network for 
Heterogeneous Graph Embedding. WWW 2020.

Exsiting metapath-based HGNN:

l Does not leverage node 
content features

l Discards intermediate 
nodes along the metapath

l Relies on a single 
metapath

Solutions

l Node content transformation 

l Intra-metapath aggregation

l Inter-metapath aggregation

Limitions
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MAGNN

Metapath Instance Encoder:

Metapath Instance-Level Attention:

Multi Head Attention:

Metapath-Level Attention: 
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Experimental Results

l Node Classification
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Experimental Results

l Node Clustering

l Link Prediction

l Visualization
Ø randomly select 30 user-artist pairs 

from the positive testing set of the 
Last.fm dataset
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Motivation of DHN

l Representational Power of Homogeneous GNN

l Representational Power of HGNN

Houye Ji, Chuan Shi, Cheng Yang, and Pan Li. Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network with Distance 
Encoding. ICDM 2021
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Challenges

l How to improve the representational power of HGNN？

l How to establish the correlations among heterogeneous nodes？

l How to measure the relative distance among heterogeneous 
nodes？
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Homo-SPD v.s.  Hete-SPD

l Homogeneous SPD
Ø Only path length

Ø Scaler

l Heterogeneous SPD
Ø Both path length and path type

Ø Vector
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The Proposed DHN

Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network with Distance Encoding (DHN)

l Heterogeneous distance encoding

l HDE for link prediction

Correlation
Information

HDE

Combination of Hete-SPD from 
all nodes in S to node i

HDE of node 𝑖 with regard to 
node pair {𝑢, 𝑣} 

l Node Embedding Initialization

l Heterogeneous Graph Convolution
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Effectiveness Experiments

Link Prediction
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Self-supervised Learning

Xiao Wang, Nian Liu, Hui Han, Chuan Shi. Self-supervised Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network with Co-
contrastive Learning. KDD 2021.

l Most HGNNs belong to the semi-supervised settings, while it’s very
expensive to obtain enough labels.

l A promising solution: Self-supervised Learning
l Spontaneously find supervised signals from the data itself.
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Motivation of HeCo

l Typical supervised learning: Contrastive learning
l Push forward positives, push away negatives.
l It can learn discriminative embeddings even without labels.
l It has been widely used in CV and NLP, but not in HG.

How to conduct heterogeneous contrastive learning on a HG?
SimCLR MoCo

YaChen T, Kornblith S, Norouzi M, et al. A simple framework for contrastive learning of visual representations. 
ICML, 2020.
He K, Fan H, Wu Y, et al. Momentum contrast for unsupervised visual representation learning. CVPR, 2020.
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Challenges

l Three fundamental challenges

l C1: How to design a heterogeneous contrastive mechanism

¢ complex structures, multiple views…… à cross view, view-invariant factors  

l C2: How to select proper views in a HG 

¢ cover both of the local and high-order structure  

l C3: How to set a difficult contrastive task

¢ too similar views à too weak signals

¢ information diversity or harder negative samples

network schema meta-path
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HeCo

Self-supervised Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network 
with Co-contrastive Learning (HeCo)
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HeCo

(b) Network Schema View Guided Encoder

n Node-level attention
randomly sample different type of 
neighbors, and then aggregate them

n Type-level attention

(c) Meta-path View Guided Encoder n Meta-path specific GCN 
find meta-path based neighbors, 
and fuse them

n Semantic-level aggregation
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HeCo

(d) Collaboratively Contrastive Optimization

n How to define positives in HG?
Principle: If two nodes are connected by 
many meta-paths, they are positives.
Method: count #meta-paths, select top k as 
positives, and others as negatives

n Contrastive loss:

: positive set : negative set

n Overall objective:
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HeCo
l View mask mechanism

¢ enhance information diversity  

l Model extensions
¢ generate harder negative samples 

I. HeCo_GAN: generate negative samples from a Gaussian distribution

II. HeCo_MU: randomly add k hardest negatives to create new negatives
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Experiments

l Node Classification
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Experiments

l Node Classification
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Experiments

l Node clustering l Model extensions
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Motivation of HGSL

Jianan Zhao, Xiao Wang, Chuan Shi, Binbin Hu, Guojie Song and Yanfang Ye. Heterogeneous
Graph Structure Learning for Graph Neural Networks. AAAI 2021

Can we learn heterogeneous graph structure?

l Most HGNNs perform message passing on the raw
heterogeneous graph structure.

l Real-world heterogeneous graph structures are inevitably
incomplete and noisy.
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l How to generate 
heterogeneous relations?

l How to capture the 
complex interactions?

Challenge and Solution

Challenges

ABC

P

V

TA
ABC

write

publish

contain

(a) (b)
Network schema (a) and relations (b)

Solutions
l Learn each relation subgraph
l Mine the potential graph

structure from node features,
topology, and their interactions
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l Generate feature graph and semantic graph to fuse with the
original graph.

l Jointly learn heterogeneous graph structure and GNN
parameters for downstream tasks.

Framework of HGSL

Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning for 
Graph Neural Networks (HGSL)

Semantic Graph

Feature Graph

Learned Subgraph Learned Subgraph

Graph Neural
Network

Ori������ Subgraph Learned Subgraph

…

… …

Node Features

Input/
Output

Channel 
Attention

Metric
Learning

 Regularizer

semantic graph for relation r can be obtained by aggregating
all the candidate semantic graphs:

ASem

r
=

MX

m=1

emSMP

r,m
(8)

where {em,m 2 1, 2, · · · ,M} are the learnable channel at-
tention values for different meta-path graphs.

After we obtain the semantic graph, the overall generated
graph structure for relation r denoted as A0

r
, can be obtained

by aggregating the learned feature graph and semantic graph
along with the original graph structure:

A0
r
= ↵1S

Feat

r
+ ↵2S

Sem

r
+ ↵3Ar (9)

where ↵1, ↵2 ,and ↵3 is the channel attention for fusing the
graph structure. For each relation r, HGSL generates a new
relation adjacency matrix A0

r
and combine them as new edge

set E0. By this means, a new heterogeneous graph G0 =
(V,E0,F) is obtained.

Optimization
In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the
graph structure and the GNN parameters for downstream
tasks. Firstly, we feed the learnt graph G0 to GNN to get the
optimization objective for downstream task. Though there
exist series of GNN methods and downstream tasks, in this
work, we focus on GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and node
classification. Please note that with the learned graph struc-
ture G0, our model can be easily applied to other homoge-
neous or heterogeneous GNN methods and other tasks. A
two layer GCN with parameters ✓ = (W1,W2) can be de-
scribed as:

f✓(X,A) = softmax
⇣
Â�

⇣
ÂXW1

⌘
W2

⌘
(10)

where Â = D̃�1/2(A + I)D̃�1/2 and D̃ii =
P

j
Âij . We

compose the adjacency matrix A0 from the learned hetero-
geneous graph G0 by consider all nodes as one type. For het-
erogeneous features, we use the mapped matrix as feature
matrix X, i.e. X = F0; for homogeneous features, we use
the original feature matrix as X. Therefore, the overall loss
for GNN with classification on the learned graph is:

LGNN =
X

vi2VL

` (f✓(X,A0)i, yi) (11)

where f✓(X,A0)i is the prediction of node labeled node
vi 2 VL and `(·, ·) measures the difference between pre-
diction and true label such as cross entropy.

Since graph structure learning methods enables the orig-
inal GNN with much stronger ability to fit the downstream
tasks, it would be easier for them to overfit. Therefore, we
apply graph regularization on the learnt graph. The graph
regularization loss Lreg can be obtained by:

Lreg = ↵ tr
⇣
XT L̂0X

⌘
+ �kA0k1. (12)

The first term is a feature smoothness regularization (Jin
et al. 2020) where L̂0 = D0�1/2(D0�A0)D0�1/2 is the nor-
malized Laplacian matrix with D0

ii
=

P
j
A0

ij
. The second

term is a sparsity regularization that encourage the learned
graph to be sparse. The overall loss L can be obtained by:

L = LGNN + Lreg (13)

By minimizing L, HGSL optimizes the GNN parameters ✓
and the heterogeneous graph structure jointly towards better
downstream tasks performance.

Experiments
Datasets
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
model, we choose node classification as downstream task
and conduct extensive experiments on the following hetero-
geneous graphs with their statistics shown in Table 1:

• DBLP (Yun et al. 2019): We extract a subset of DBLP
which contains 9556 papers (P), 2000 authors (A), and
20 conferences (C). The authors and papers are divided
into four areas: database, data mining, machine learning,
and information retrieval. We do the two tasks for papers
and authors and call them DBLP-P and DBLP-A, respec-
tively. We use 4 meta-paths, namely APCPA, APA, PAP,
and PCP, for meta-path related baselines.

• ACM (Yun et al. 2019): We extract papers published in
KDD, SIGMOD, SIGCOMM, MobiCOMM, and VLDB
and divide them into three classes: database, wireless
communication, and data mining. Then we construct an
HIN that contains 4019 papers (P), 7167 authors (A), and
60 conference subjects (S). Papers are labeled accord-
ing to their conferences. Paper features are the bag-of-
words representation of keywords. We use PAP and PSP
for meta-path related baselines.

• Yelp (He et al. 2019):

Baselines
We compare NSHE with eleven state-of-the-art embedding
methods including four homogeneous network embedding
methods, i.e., DeepWalk, GCN, GAT, and GraphSAGE, four
heterogeneous networks embedding methods, i.e., MP2Vec,
HAN, HeGAN, and GTN, and three graph structure learning
related methods, i.e. LDS, Pro-GNN, and Geom-GCN.

• DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014): It per-
forms a random walk on networks and then learns the rep-
resentation of nodes via the Skip-Gram model.

• GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017): It performs a localized
first-order approximation of spectral graph convolutions.

• GAT (Velickovic et al. 2018): It leverages attention mech-
anism to aggregate neighbors using graph neural networks
with different weight.

• GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017):

• Metapath2Vec (Dong, Chawla, and Swami 2017): It
adopts meta-paths based random walk and heterogeneous
Skip-Gram model to perform node embedding.

• HAN (Wang et al. 2019b):

by aggregating the learned feature graph and semantic graph
along with the original graph structure:

A0
r
= ↵1S

Feat

r
+ ↵2S

Sem

r
+ ↵3Ar (9)

where ↵1, ↵2 ,and ↵3 is the channel attention for fusing the
graph structure. For each relation r, HGSL generates a new
relation adjacency matrix A0

r
and combine them as new edge

set E0. By this means, a new heterogeneous graph G0 =
(V,E0,F) is obtained.

Optimization
In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the
graph structure and the GNN parameters for downstream
tasks. Firstly, we feed the learnt graph G0 to GNN to get the
optimization objective for downstream task. Though there
exist series of GNN methods and downstream tasks, in this
work, we focus on GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and node
classification. Please note that with the learned graph struc-
ture G0, our model can be easily applied to other homoge-
neous or heterogeneous GNN methods and other tasks. A
two layer GCN with parameters ✓ = (W1,W2) can be de-
scribed as:

f✓(X,A) = softmax
⇣
Â�

⇣
ÂXW1

⌘
W2

⌘
(10)

where Â = D̃�1/2(A + I)D̃�1/2 and D̃ii =
P

j
Âij . We

compose the adjacency matrix A0 from the learned hetero-
geneous graph G0 by consider all nodes as one type. For het-
erogeneous features, we use the mapped matrix as feature
matrix X, i.e. X = F0; for homogeneous features, we use
the original feature matrix as X. Therefore, the overall loss
for GNN with classification on the learned graph is:

LGNN =
X

vi2VL

` (f✓(X,A0)i, yi) (11)

where f✓(X,A0)i is the prediction of node labeled node
vi 2 VL and `(·, ·) measures the difference between pre-
diction and true label such as cross entropy.

Since graph structure learning methods enables the orig-
inal GNN with much stronger ability to fit the downstream
tasks, it would be easier for them to overfit. Therefore, we
apply graph regularization on the learnt graph. The graph
regularization loss Lreg can be obtained by:

Lreg = ↵ tr
⇣
XT L̂0X

⌘
+ �kA0k1. (12)

The first term is a feature smoothness regularization (Jin
et al. 2020) where L̂0 = D0�1/2(D0�A0)D0�1/2 is the nor-
malized Laplacian matrix with D0

ii
=

P
j
A0

ij
. The second

term is a sparsity regularization that encourage the learned
graph to be sparse. The overall loss L can be obtained by:

L = LGNN + Lreg (13)

By minimizing L, HGSL optimizes the GNN parameters ✓
and the heterogeneous graph structure jointly towards better
downstream tasks performance.

Experiments
Datasets
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
model, we choose node classification as downstream task
and conduct extensive experiments on the following hetero-
geneous graphs with their statistics shown in Table 1:
• DBLP (Yun et al. 2019): We extract a subset of DBLP

which contains 9556 papers (P), 2000 authors (A), and
20 conferences (C). The authors and papers are divided
into four areas: database, data mining, machine learning,
and information retrieval. We do the two tasks for papers
and authors and call them DBLP-P and DBLP-A, respec-
tively. We use 4 meta-paths, namely APCPA, APA, PAP,
and PCP, for meta-path related baselines.

• ACM (Yun et al. 2019): We extract papers published in
KDD, SIGMOD, SIGCOMM, MobiCOMM, and VLDB
and divide them into three classes: database, wireless
communication, and data mining. Then we construct an
HIN that contains 3,025 papers (P), 5,912 authors (A),
and 57 conference subjects (S). Papers are labeled accord-
ing to their conferences. Paper features are the bag-of-
words representation of keywords. We use PAP and PSP
for meta-path related baselines.

• Yelp (Shi et al. 2015): We extract a subset of Yelp dataset
which contains 1,286 users (U), 2,614 businesses (B), 4
Services (S), and 9 Rating Levels (L).

Baselines
We compare NSHE with eleven state-of-the-art embedding
methods including four homogeneous network embedding
methods, i.e., DeepWalk, GCN, GAT, and GraphSAGE, four
heterogeneous networks embedding methods, i.e., MP2Vec,
HAN, HeGAN, and GTN, and three graph structure learning
related methods, i.e. LDS, Pro-GNN, and Geom-GCN.
• DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014): It per-

forms a random walk on networks and then learns the rep-
resentation of nodes via the Skip-Gram model.

• GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017): It performs a localized
first-order approximation of spectral graph convolutions.

• GAT (Velickovic et al. 2018): It leverages attention mech-
anism to aggregate neighbors using graph neural networks
with different weight.

• GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017): It
aggregates information from sampled neighbors and per-
form 2-layer graph convolution with mean/pooling/lstm
aggregators.

• Metapath2Vec (Dong, Chawla, and Swami 2017): It
adopts meta-paths based random walk and heterogeneous
Skip-Gram model to perform node embedding.

• HAN (Wang et al. 2019b): It adopts node-level and
semantic-level graph attention network on meta-paths
based graphs.

• HeGAN (Hu, Fang, and Shi 2019): It learns the represen-
tation of nodes in HIN via preserving the heterogeneous
relations with adversarial learning.

Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning for Graph Neural Networks

Abstract

Heterogeneous Graph Neural Networks (HGNNs) have
drawn increasing attention in recent years and achieved
outstanding performance in heterogeneous graphs on many
tasks. The success of the existing HGNNs relies on one fun-
damental assumption, i.e., the original heterogeneous graph
structure is reliable. However, this assumption is usually
unrealistic, since the heterogeneous graph in reality is in-
evitably noisy or incomplete. Therefore, it is vital to learn
the heterogeneous graph structure for HGNNs rather than
rely on the raw graph structure. In light of this, we make
the first attempt towards learning an accurate heterogeneous
graph structure for HGNNs and propose a novel framework
HGSL, which jointly performs Heterogeneous Graph Struc-
ture Learning and GNN parameters learning for classifica-
tion task. In HGSL, feature similarity graphs, feature prop-
agation graphs and semantic graphs are learned via metric
learning to generate new relation subgraphs. By ruling out
edges of little confidence (similarity) and fusing the candi-
date subgraphs with channel attention, a less noisy and more
connected heterogeneous graph is learned and fed to GNN.
Extensive experiments on real-world graphs demonstrate that
the proposed framework significantly outperforms the state-
of-the-art methods.

Introduction
A0

r1
,A0

r2
,A0

r|R|
(1)

Many real-world data can be viewed as graphs, such as bib-
liographic graphs, citation graphs, and social media graphs.
Graph Neural Network (GNN), as a powerful deep repre-
sentation learning tool to deal with graph data, has drawn
increasing attention and is widely applied to node classifica-
tion (Kipf and Welling 2017; Velickovic et al. 2018; Xu et al.
2019), graph classification (Duvenaud et al. 2015; Lee, Lee,
and Kang 2019), and recommendation (Ying et al. 2018;
Fan et al. 2019b; Wang et al. 2019a). Recently, to cater
for the vast need of representation learning on heteroge-
neous graphs (Sun et al. 2011), which consist of multiple
types of nodes or links, Heterogeneous Graph Neural Net-
works (HGNNs) are proposed and have shown remarkable
improvements on many applications (Zhang et al. 2018; Hu
et al. 2019b; Li et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2019a; Fan et al. 2019a).
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Either the rules or the complex system inevitably contain
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the noisy information will propagate over the metapath in
HGNNs, and be further enhanced. The other reason is that
the HIN structure extraction is usually independent to the
downstream tasks, making the extracted structure be not op-
timal for the tasks. Therefore, learning an optimal heteroge-
neous graph for GNN is a fundamental problem.

Recently, graph structure learning (GSL) methods
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structure and the GNN parameters, are proposed and achieve
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these methods are all designed for homogeneous graphs,
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tions or coarsely treat these high-order relations equally hin-
ders the capability of graph structure learning.

To address these challenges, we make the first attempt

to investigate Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning and
propose a novel framework named HGSL. HGSL adaptively
learns different metrics to generate heterogeneous relation
subgraphs with metric learning. Specifically, for each re-
lation, a feature similarity graph, two feature propagation
graphs and semantic graphs are generated and fused via
channel attention. Parameters for graph learning and GNN
parameters are jointly learned towards the classification ob-
jective. Our major contributions are highlighted as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we make the first attempt
to study heterogeneous graph structure learning, which
learns graph structure that caters for classification task on
heterogeneous graphs.

• We propose a novel framework HGSL, in which feature
similarity graphs, feature propagation graphs and seman-
tic graphs are learned and fused to generate a less noisy
and more connected heterogeneous graph for GNN on
classification task.

• We conduct extensive experiments on three real-world
datasets to validate the effectiveness of HGSL against the
state-of-the-art methods.

Related Work
Graph Neural Network (GNN). GNNs are powerful tools
for learning on graphs with various applications. To learn ef-
fective representation of graph data, two main categories of
GNNs have been proposed, i.e., spectral methods and spa-
tial methods. On the one hand, spectral GNNs learn node
representation based on graph spectral theory. For exam-
ple, (Bruna et al. 2014) designs the graph convolution op-
eration in Fourier domain by the graph Laplacian. Then,
ChebNet (Defferrard, Bresson, and Vandergheynst 2016)
utilizes Chebyshev polynomials as the convolution filter to
improve the efficiency. GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) sim-
plifies ChebNet by using its first-order approximation. Fur-
ther, SGC (Wu et al. 2019a) reduces the graph convolu-
tion to a linear model and still achieves competitive per-
formance. On the other hand, spatial GNNs define convolu-
tion operations directly on the graph, utilizing spatially close
neighbors. For instance, GAT (Velickovic et al. 2018) ag-
gregates neighborhood representations with attention mech-
anism. GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017)
perform inductive graph convolution by aggregating infor-
mation from sampled neighbors. For better efficiency, Fast-
GCN (Chen, Ma, and Xiao 2018) performs importance sam-
pling on each convolution layer. Readers may refer to this
elaborate survey (Wu et al. 2019b) for a thorough review.
Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network (HGNN).
HGNNs are proposed to deal with the ubiquitous hetero-
geneous data, and have been widely applied on various
applications. Some HGNN methods perform graph convo-
lution directly on the original heterogeneous graphs. HGAT
(Hu et al. 2019b) performs 2-layer graph attention net-
works and aggregates in node and type level for short-text
classification. HetGNN (Zhang et al. 2019a) samples het-
erogeneous neighbors by random walk and then aggregates
node and type information. To solve the meta-path selection

conundrum, HetSANN (Hong et al. 2020) aggregates
multi-relational information of projected nodes by means of
attention mechanism. NSHE (Zhao et al. 2020a) performs
graph convolution on heterogeneous graphs and preserve
the pairwise and network schema structure. HGT (Hu et al.
2020) adopts the meta-relation based mutual attention to
perform message passing on heterogeneous graphs and
learns the implicit meta paths. Other HGNN methods use
meta-paths to generate graphs and apply GNN afterwards.
GraphInception (Zhang et al. 2018) applies graph convolu-
tion on meta-paths based homogeneous graphs to perform
collective classification. HAN (Wang et al. 2019b) applies
node-level and semantic-level attention on meta-path based
graphs and learns the importance of different meta-paths.
GTN (Yun et al. 2019) performs meta-path generation via
stacking multiple graph transformer layers and perform
graph convolution afterwards. MAGNN (Fu et al. 2020)
applies intra-metapath and inter-metapath aggregation on
meta-path instances.

Graph Structure Learning To alleviate the influence of
the universal noise and incompleteness on graphs for GNN
models, researchers have made many efforts (Zhang et al.
2019b; Zheng et al. 2020; Ye and Ji 2019; Zhao et al. 2020b).
Very recently, graph structure learning was proposed. LDS
(Franceschi et al. 2019) models each edge inside the ad-
jacency matrix as a parameter and learns them along with
GNN parameters in a bi-level fashion. GLCN (Jiang et al.
2019) and IDGL (Chen, Wu, and Zaki 2019) generates
similarity-based graph structure through feature and embed-
ding space. ProGNN (Jin et al. 2020) jointly learns GNN pa-
rameters and a robust graph structure with graph properties.
However, these aforementioned GSL methods are designed
for the homogeneous graphs.

Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some basic concepts and for-
malize the problem of heterogeneous graph structure learn-
ing.
Definition 1. Heterogeneous Graph. A Heterogeneous
graph G = (V, E, F) is composed of a node set V , an edge
set E, and a feature set F , along with the node type mapping
function � : V ! A, and the edge type mapping function
 : E ! R, where A and R denotes the node and edge
types, |A| + |R| > 2. Let V⌧ denote the node set of type
⌧ 2 A, the feature set F is composed of |A| feature matrix,
F =

S|A|
⌧=1 F⌧ 2 R|V⌧ |⇥d⌧ , where V⌧ stands for all the node

with ⌧ type, d⌧ stands for the feature dimension of ⌧ nodes.
Definition 2. Node Relation Triple. A node relation triple
hu, r, vi, describes that two nodes u (head node) and v (tail
node) are connected by relation r 2 R. We further define
the type mapping functions �h : R ! A and �t : R ! A
that map the relation to its head node type and tail node type
correspondingly.
Definition 3. Relation Subgraph. Given a heterogeneous
graph G = (V, E, F). A relation subgraph Gr is a subgraph
of G that contains all node-relation triples with relation r.
The adjacency matrix of Gr is Ar 2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|,
where Ar[i, j] = 1 if hvi, r, vji exists in G, otherwise

node type feature matrices F�h(r) and F�t(r), the first step
is to calculate the similarity graphs of the different features
(find similar user and movies in the example). The head fea-
ture similarity graph SFH

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�h(r)| can be calcu-

lated by:

SFH

r
[i, j] =

⇢
�FH

r
(fi, fj) �FH

r
(fi, fj) > ✏FP

0 otherwise (5)

where fi and fj are the i th and j th row of feature matrix
F�h(r). The similarity threshold ✏FP controls the sparsity
of feature propagation graphs. �FH

r
is the metric learning

function in the framework of Equation 4 with different pa-
rameters WFH

r
. Similarly, we can calculate the tail feature

similarity graph SFT

r
2 R|V�t(r)|⇥|V�t(r)| with WFT

r
.

After we get the two feature similarity graphs, we prop-
agate them using the topology structure and obtain the fea-
ture propagation graphs of relation r denoted as SFPH

r
and

SFPT

r
:

SFPH

r
= SFH

r
Ar,S

FPT

r
= SFT

r
AT

r
. (6)

where Ar 2 R|V�h(r)|0̈imes|V�t(r)| denotes the original ad-
jacency matrix of Gr . AT

r
denotes the transpose of it.

By learning the feature propagation graph, HGSL mines
the potential interactions between the heterogeneous feature
spaces and topology spaces.

The overall generated feature graph for relation r, denoted
as SFeat

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|, can be obtained by fusing the

feature similarity graph and two feature propagation graphs:

SFeat

r
= e1S

FS

r
+ e2S

FPH

r
+ e3S

FPT

r
, (7)

where e1, e2, and e3 are learnable channel attention weights
for balancing the importance of candidate feature graphs.

Semantic Graph Generator
High-order relationships are important topology structures
in graph mining (Cui et al. 2019). Notably, in heterogeneous
graphs, these high-order relationships defers from each other
with different semantics determined by meta-paths. In light
of this, we aim to generate graph structure from high-order
relationships with different semantics.

A straightforward way to generate semantic graphs would
be treating the commuting matrix, i.e. sequentially multi-
ply the adjacency matrix along meta-paths, as the generated
graph. However, this method not only lacks the flexibility to
capture the heterogeneous metric of different relations since
the commuting matrix is fixed, but also discards the interme-
diate nodes which leads to information loss (Fu et al. 2020).

Therefore, we propose a solution shown in Figure 1(c)
to generate the potential semantic graph structure which
is not only flexible to learn personalized graphs for each
relation but also captures the complex semantic structure.
Specifically, for an interested meta-path set P =

S
M

m=1 Pm

with M meta-paths, HGSL uses trained MP2Vec (Dong,
Chawla, and Swami 2017) embeddings denoted as Z =
{ZP1 , ZP2 , · · · , ZPM 2 R|V |⇥d} to generate semantic

graphs. Thanks to the mechanism of heterogeneous skip-
gram, the intermediate nodes within the window size is pre-
served. Moreover, since the training process of semantic em-
beddings is off-line, the computation cost and model com-
plexity is largely reduced.

After obtaining the semantic embeddings Z , for each
meta-path Pm , we generate a candidate semantic subgraph
adjacency matrix SMP

r,m
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|, where each

edge is calculated by:

SMP

r,m
[i, j] =

⇢
�MP

r,m
(zm

i
, zm

j
) �MP

r,m
(zm

i
, zm

j
) > ✏MP

0 otherwise
(8)

where zm

i
stands for the i th row of ZPm , �MP

r,m
is the

metric learning function with parameters WMP

r,m
. The overall

semantic subgraph for relation r, denoted as ASem

r
, can be

obtained by aggregating all the candidate semantic graphs:

ASem

r
=

MX

m=1

emSMP

r,m
, (9)

where {em, m 2 1, 2, · · · , M} are the learnable channel at-
tention values for different meta-path graphs.

After we obtain the semantic graph, the overall generated
graph structure for relation r denoted as A0

r
, can be obtained

by aggregating the learned feature graph and semantic graph
along with the original graph structure:

A0
r

= ↵1S
Feat

r
+ ↵2S

Sem

r
+ ↵3Ar, (10)

where ↵1, ↵2 ,and ↵3 are learnable channel attention values
that weights the importance of candidate graphs in terms of
generating the overall graph structure. For each relation r,
HGSL generates a new relation adjacency matrix A0

r
and

combine them as new edge set E0. By this means, a new
heterogeneous graph G0 = (V, E0, F) is obtained.

Optimization
In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the
graph structure and the GNN parameters for downstream
tasks. Firstly, we feed the learned graph G0 to GNN to get the
optimization objective for downstream task. Though there
exist series of GNN methods and downstream tasks, in this
work, we focus on GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and node
classification. Please note that with the learned graph struc-
ture G0, our model can be easily applied to other homoge-
neous or heterogeneous GNN methods and other tasks. A
two layer GCN with parameters ✓ = (W1,W2) can be de-
scribed as:

f✓(X,A) = softmax
⇣
Â�

⇣
ÂXW1

⌘
W2

⌘
, (11)

where Â = D̃�1/2(A + I)D̃�1/2 and D̃ii =
P

j
Âij . We

compose the adjacency matrix A0 from the learned hetero-
geneous graph G0 by consider all nodes as one type. What’s
more, for heterogeneous features, we use the mapped matrix
as feature matrix X, i.e. X = F0; for homogeneous features,
we use the original feature matrix as X. Therefore, the over-
all loss for GNN with classification on the learned graph is:

LGNN =
X

vi2VL

` (f✓(X,A0)i, yi) , (12)

…

Example: In a citation heterogeneous graph, say r = “AP”
(an author writes a paper), then we have �h(r) = “Author”
and �t(r) = “Paper” and Gr contains all the authors and
papers with “write” relation.
Definition 4. Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning
(HGSL). Given a heterogeneous graph G = (V, E, F), the
task of heterogeneous graph structure learning is to jointly
learn the the heterogeneous graph structure G0 = (V, E0, F)
and the parameters of GNNs for downstream tasks.

The Proposed Method
Model Framework
Conventionally in graph structure learning, the graph struc-
ture is usually modeled as a R|V |⇥|V | parameterized matrix
and optimized towards classification objectives (Franceschi
et al. 2019; Jin et al. 2020). Which not only ignores the
heterogeneous nature of generation of different edges but
also demands large memory cost. Alternatively, we consider
a heterogeneous graph as a combination of multiple rela-
tion subgraphs and generate them separately, which not only
treats the relations heterogeneously but also demands much
less memory for modeling learnable graph structures.

Figure 1 (a) illustrates the framework of the proposed
HGSL. Given a heterogeneous graph, HGSL takes the in-
formation from original graph structure, the feature spaces,
and the semantic spaces as input. Then, for each relation r,
HGSL learns a feature graph and a semantic graph and fuse
them with the original graph to obtain the generated rela-
tion subgraph Gr. Afterwards, the generated graphs are fed
into a GNN and perform node classification. By minimizing
the combination of classification loss and the graph regular-
ization loss, HGSL adaptively optimizes the graph structure
and the GNN parameters jointly.
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Despite the original graph may be noisy and incomplete,
the heterogeneous feature spaces F contains rich informa-
tion for generating the underlying graph structure. There-
fore, we propose to generate a feature graph structure SFeat
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to augment the original graph structure Ar shown in Figure
1 (b).Naturally, the direct similarity between node features
forms potential edges (Jiang et al. 2019; Chen, Wu, and Zaki
2019). Hence, HGSL generates a feature similarity graph via
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two nodes are, the more likely there would be a poten-
tial edge between them. However, the feature spaces F�h(r)
and F�t(r) are in different spaces with distinct distributions.
Therefore, we firstly perform heterogeneous feature map-
ping (Wang et al. 2019b) to handle this heterogeneity,.
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⌧ 2 T , the feature set F is composed of |T | feature matrix,
F = {F⌧ , ⌧ 2 T }, F⌧ 2 R|V⌧ |⇥d⌧ , where V⌧ stands for all
the node with ⌧ type, d⌧ stands for the feature dimension of
⌧ nodes.
Definition 2. Metapath. A metapath P is defined as a path
in the form of v1

r1�! v2
r2�! · · · rl�! vl+1, which describes

a composite relation r1 � r2 � · · · � rl between two nodes
v1 and vl+1, where � denotes the composition operator on
relations.
Definition 3. Node Relation Triple. A node relation triple
hvi, r, vji, describes that two nodes vi (head node) and vj
(tail node) are connected by relation r 2 R. We further de-
fine the type mapping functions �h,�t : R ! T that map
the relation to its head node type and tail node type respec-
tively.
Example: In a user-item heterogeneous graph, say r =
“UI” (a user buys an item), then we have �h(r) = “User”
and �t(r) = “Item”.
Definition 4. Relation Subgraph. Given a heterogeneous
graph G = (V,E,F), a relation subgraph Gr is a subgraph
of G that contains all node-relation triples with relation r.
The adjacency matrix of Gr is Ar 2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)

|,
where Ar[i, j] = 1 if hvi, r, vji exists in G, otherwise
Ar[i, j] = 0. A denotes the relation subgraph set of all the
relation subgraphs in G, i.e. A = {Ar, r 2 R}.
Definition 5. Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning
(HGSL). Given a heterogeneous graph G, the task of het-
erogeneous graph structure learning is to jointly learn a het-
erogeneous graph structure, i.e. a new relational subgraph
set A0, and the parameters of GNN for downstream tasks.

The Proposed Method
Model Framework
Figure 1 (a) illustrates the framework of the proposed
HGSL. As we can see, given a heterogeneous graph, HGSL
firstly constructs the semantic embedding matrices Z by
metapath-based node embeddings from M metapaths. Af-
terwards, the heterogeneous graph structure learning param-
eters and GNN parameters are trained jointly. For the graph
learning part, HGSL takes the information from the origi-
nal relation subgraph, the node features, and the semantic
embeddings as input and generates relation subgraphs sepa-
rately. Specifically, taking relation r1 as an example, HGSL
learns a feature graph SFeat

r1
and a semantic SSem

r1
graph and

fuse them with the original graph Ar1 to obtain the learned
relation subgraph A0

r1
. Then, the learned subgraphs are fed

into a GNN and a regularizer to perform node classification
with regularization on the learned graph. By minimizing the
regularized classification loss, HGSL optimizes the graph
structure and the GNN parameters jointly.

Feature Graph Generator
Since the original graph may not be optimal for downstream
task, a natural idea would be to augment the original graph
structure via fully utilizing the rich information inside het-
erogeneous node features. Usually, there are two factors that
affect the formation of graph structure. One is the similarity

Figure 1: Overview of the HGSL framework. (a) Model
framework. (b) Feature graph generator. (c) Semantic graph
generator.

between node features, and the other is the relationship be-
tween node feature and relation in HIN (Wang et al. 2020).
As shown in Figure 1 (b), we first propose to generate a fea-
ture similarity graph that captures the potential relationship
generated by node features via heterogeneous feature pro-
jection and metric learning. Then we propose to generate the
feature propagation graph, by propagating feature similarity
matrices through topology structure. Finally, the generated
feature similarity graph and feature propagation graph are
aggregated to a final feature graph through a channel atten-
tion layer.
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between node features, and the other is the relationship be-
tween node feature and relation in HIN (Wang et al. 2020).
As shown in Figure 1 (b), we first propose to generate a fea-
ture similarity graph that captures the potential relationship
generated by node features via heterogeneous feature pro-
jection and metric learning. Then we propose to generate the
feature propagation graph, by propagating feature similarity
matrices through topology structure. Finally, the generated
feature similarity graph and feature propagation graph are
aggregated to a final feature graph through a channel atten-
tion layer.
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Example: In a citation heterogeneous graph, say r = “AP”
(an author writes a paper), then we have �h(r) = “Author”
and �t(r) = “Paper” and Gr contains all the authors and
papers with “write” relation.
Definition 4. Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning
(HGSL). Given a heterogeneous graph G = (V, E, F), the
task of heterogeneous graph structure learning is to jointly
learn the the heterogeneous graph structure G0 = (V, E0, F)
and the parameters of GNNs for downstream tasks.

The Proposed Method
Model Framework
Conventionally in graph structure learning, the graph struc-
ture is usually modeled as a R|V |⇥|V | parameterized matrix
and optimized towards classification objectives (Franceschi
et al. 2019; Jin et al. 2020). Which not only ignores the
heterogeneous nature of generation of different edges but
also demands large memory cost. Alternatively, we consider
a heterogeneous graph as a combination of multiple rela-
tion subgraphs and generate them separately, which not only
treats the relations heterogeneously but also demands much
less memory for modeling learnable graph structures.

Figure 1 (a) illustrates the framework of the proposed
HGSL. Given a heterogeneous graph, HGSL takes the in-
formation from original graph structure, the feature spaces,
and the semantic spaces as input. Then, for each relation r,
HGSL learns a feature graph and a semantic graph and fuse
them with the original graph to obtain the generated rela-
tion subgraph Gr. Afterwards, the generated graphs are fed
into a GNN and perform node classification. By minimizing
the combination of classification loss and the graph regular-
ization loss, HGSL adaptively optimizes the graph structure
and the GNN parameters jointly.

Feature Graph Generator
The feature spaces contains rich information for generating
the underlying graph structure. On the one hand, the nodes
with similar features are likely to form potential edges (Jiang
et al. 2019; Chen, Wu, and Zaki 2019). On the other hand,
the deep correlation between feature and topological struc-
tures (Wang et al. 2020) implies latent relationships. In light
of this, we propose to generate the feature graph by fusing
two kinds of feature candidate graphs, i.e. the feature simi-
larity graph and the feature propagation graphs.

Specifically, as shown in Figure 1 (b), for each relation r,
given the heterogeneous feature matrices F�h(r) and F�t(r),
HGSL generates a feature graph SFeat

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|

and two feature propagation graphs SFPH
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and SFPT
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. Then,

these candidate feature graphs are aggregated to a feature
graph SFeat
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by channel attention.

Feature Similarity Graph The main idea behind feature
similarity graph is that the more similar the features of
two nodes are, the more likely there would be a poten-
tial edge between them. However, the feature spaces F�h(r)
and F�t(r) are in different spaces with distinct distributions.
Therefore, we firstly perform heterogeneous feature map-
ping (Wang et al. 2019b) to handle this heterogeneity,.
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Specifically, for each node type ⌧ with its feature matrix
F⌧ , we use a type-specific mapping layer to map the hetero-
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where dc stands for the dimension of common feature space:
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the potential interactions between the heterogeneous feature
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where e1, e2, and e3 are learnable channel attention weights
for balancing the importance of candidate feature graphs.

Semantic Graph Generator
High-order relationships are important topology structures
in graph mining (Cui et al. 2019). Notably, in heterogeneous
graphs, these high-order relationships defers from each other
with different semantics determined by meta-paths. In light
of this, we aim to generate graph structure from high-order
relationships with different semantics.

A straightforward way to generate semantic graphs would
be treating the commuting matrix, i.e. sequentially multi-
ply the adjacency matrix along meta-paths, as the generated
graph. However, this method not only lacks the flexibility to
capture the heterogeneous metric of different relations since
the commuting matrix is fixed, but also discards the interme-
diate nodes which leads to information loss (Fu et al. 2020).

Therefore, we propose a solution shown in Figure 1(c)
to generate the potential semantic graph structure which
is not only flexible to learn personalized graphs for each
relation but also captures the complex semantic structure.
Specifically, for an interested meta-path set P =
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with M meta-paths, HGSL uses trained MP2Vec (Dong,
Chawla, and Swami 2017) embeddings denoted as Z =
{ZP1 , ZP2 , · · · , ZPM 2 R|V |⇥d} to generate semantic

graphs. Thanks to the mechanism of heterogeneous skip-
gram, the intermediate nodes within the window size is pre-
served. Moreover, since the training process of semantic em-
beddings is off-line, the computation cost and model com-
plexity is largely reduced.
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meta-path Pm , we generate a candidate semantic subgraph
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where ↵1, ↵2 ,and ↵3 are learnable channel attention values
that weights the importance of candidate graphs in terms of
generating the overall graph structure. For each relation r,
HGSL generates a new relation adjacency matrix A0
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combine them as new edge set E0. By this means, a new
heterogeneous graph G0 = (V, E0, F) is obtained.

Optimization
In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the
graph structure and the GNN parameters for downstream
tasks. Firstly, we feed the learned graph G0 to GNN to get the
optimization objective for downstream task. Though there
exist series of GNN methods and downstream tasks, in this
work, we focus on GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and node
classification. Please note that with the learned graph struc-
ture G0, our model can be easily applied to other homoge-
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two layer GCN with parameters ✓ = (W1,W2) can be de-
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we use the original feature matrix as X. Therefore, the over-
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. (5)

where Ar 2 R|V�h(r)|0̈imes|V�t(r)| denotes the original ad-
jacency matrix of Gr . AT

r
denotes the transpose of it.

By learning the feature propagation graph, HGSL mines
the potential interactions between the heterogeneous feature
spaces and topology spaces.

The overall generated feature graph for relation r, denoted
as SFeat

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|, can be obtained by fusing the

feature similarity graph and two feature propagation graphs:

SFeat

r
= e1S

FS

r
+ e2S

FPH

r
+ e3S

FPT

r
, (6)

where e1, e2, and e3 are learnable channel attention weights
for balancing the importance of candidate feature graphs.

Semantic Graph Generator
High-order relationships are important topology structures
in graph mining (Cui et al. 2019). Notably, in heterogeneous
graphs, these high-order relationships defers from each other
with different semantics determined by meta-paths. In light
of this, we aim to generate graph structure from high-order
relationships with different semantics.

A straightforward way to generate semantic graphs would
be treating the commuting matrix, i.e. sequentially multi-
ply the adjacency matrix along meta-paths, as the generated
graph. However, this method not only lacks the flexibility to
capture the heterogeneous metric of different relations since
the commuting matrix is fixed, but also discards the interme-
diate nodes which leads to information loss (Fu et al. 2020).

Therefore, we propose a solution shown in Figure 1(c)
to generate the potential semantic graph structure which
is not only flexible to learn personalized graphs for each
relation but also captures the complex semantic structure.
Specifically, for an interested meta-path set P =

S
M

m=1 Pm

with M meta-paths, HGSL uses trained MP2Vec (Dong,
Chawla, and Swami 2017) embeddings denoted as Z =
{ZP1 , ZP2 , · · · , ZPM 2 R|V |⇥d} to generate semantic

graphs. Thanks to the mechanism of heterogeneous skip-
gram, the intermediate nodes within the window size is pre-
served. Moreover, since the training process of semantic em-
beddings is off-line, the computation cost and model com-
plexity is largely reduced.

After obtaining the semantic embeddings Z , for each
meta-path Pm , we generate a candidate semantic subgraph
adjacency matrix SMP

r,m
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|, where each

edge is calculated by:

SMP

r,m
[i, j] =

⇢
�MP

r,m
(zm

i
, zm

j
) �MP

r,m
(zm

i
, zm

j
) > ✏MP

0 otherwise
(7)

where zm

i
stands for the i th row of ZPm , �MP

r,m
is the

metric learning function with parameters WMP

r,m
. The overall

semantic subgraph for relation r, denoted as ASem

r
, can be

obtained by aggregating all the candidate semantic graphs:

ASem

r
=

MX

m=1

emSMP

r,m
, (8)

where {em, m 2 1, 2, · · · , M} are the learnable channel at-
tention values for different meta-path graphs.

After we obtain the semantic graph, the overall generated
graph structure for relation r denoted as A0

r
, can be obtained

by aggregating the learned feature graph and semantic graph
along with the original graph structure:

A0
r

= ↵1S
Feat

r
+ ↵2S

Sem

r
+ ↵3Ar, (9)

where ↵1, ↵2 ,and ↵3 are learnable channel attention values
that weights the importance of candidate graphs in terms of
generating the overall graph structure. For each relation r,
HGSL generates a new relation adjacency matrix A0

r
and

combine them as new edge set E0. By this means, a new
heterogeneous graph G0 = (V, E0, F) is obtained.

Optimization
In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the
graph structure and the GNN parameters for downstream
tasks. Firstly, we feed the learned graph G0 to GNN to get the
optimization objective for downstream task. Though there
exist series of GNN methods and downstream tasks, in this
work, we focus on GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and node
classification. Please note that with the learned graph struc-
ture G0, our model can be easily applied to other homoge-
neous or heterogeneous GNN methods and other tasks. A
two layer GCN with parameters ✓ = (W1,W2) can be de-
scribed as:

f✓(X,A) = softmax
⇣
Â�

⇣
ÂXW1

⌘
W2

⌘
, (10)

where Â = D̃�1/2(A + I)D̃�1/2 and D̃ii =
P

j
Âij . We

compose the adjacency matrix A0 from the learned hetero-
geneous graph G0 by consider all nodes as one type. What’s
more, for heterogeneous features, we use the mapped matrix
as feature matrix X, i.e. X = F0; for homogeneous features,
we use the original feature matrix as X. Therefore, the over-
all loss for GNN with classification on the learned graph is:

LGNN =
X

vi2VL

` (f✓(X,A0)i, yi) , (11)

A0
r

= ↵1S
Feat

r
+ ↵2S

Sem

r
+ ↵3Ar (9)

where ↵1, ↵2 ,and ↵3 is the channel attention for fusing the
graph structure. For each relation r, HGSL generates a new
relation adjacency matrix A0

r
and combine them as new edge

set E0. By this means, a new heterogeneous graph G0 =
(V, E0, F) is obtained.

Optimization
In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the
graph structure and the GNN parameters for downstream
tasks. Firstly, we feed the learnt graph G0 to GNN to get the
optimization objective for downstream task. Though there
exist series of GNN methods and downstream tasks, in this
work, we focus on GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and node
classification. Please note that with the learned graph struc-
ture G0, our model can be easily applied to other homoge-
neous or heterogeneous GNN methods and other tasks. A
two layer GCN with parameters ✓ = (W1,W2) can be de-
scribed as:

f✓(X,A) = softmax
⇣
Â�

⇣
ÂXW1

⌘
W2

⌘
(10)

where Â = D̃�1/2(A + I)D̃�1/2 and D̃ii =
P

j
Âij . We

compose the adjacency matrix A0 from the learned hetero-
geneous graph G0 by consider all nodes as one type. For het-
erogeneous features, we use the mapped matrix as feature
matrix X, i.e. X = F0; for homogeneous features, we use
the original feature matrix as X. Therefore, the overall loss
for GNN with classification on the learned graph is:

LGNN =
X

vi2VL

` (f✓(X,A0)i, yi) (11)

where f✓(X,A0)i is the prediction of node labeled node
vi 2 VL and `(·, ·) measures the difference between pre-
diction and true label such as cross entropy.

Since graph structure learning methods enables the orig-
inal GNN with much stronger ability to fit the downstream
tasks, it would be easier for them to overfit. Therefore, we
apply graph regularization on the learnt graph. The graph
regularization loss Lreg can be obtained by:

Lreg = ↵ tr
⇣
XT L̂0X

⌘
+ �kA0k1. (12)

The first term is a feature smoothness regularization (Jin
et al. 2020) where L̂0 = D0�1/2(D0 �A0)D0�1/2 is the nor-
malized Laplacian matrix with D0

ii
=

P
j
A0

ij
. The second

term is a sparsity regularization that encourage the learned
graph to be sparse. The overall loss L can be obtained by:

L = LGNN + Lreg (13)

By minimizing L, HGSL optimizes the GNN parameters ✓
and the heterogeneous graph structure jointly towards better
downstream tasks performance.

Experiments
Datasets
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
model, we choose node classification as downstream task
and conduct extensive experiments on the following hetero-
geneous graphs with their statistics shown in Table 1:
• DBLP (Yun et al. 2019): We extract a subset of DBLP

which contains 4,323 papers (P), 2,957 authors (A), and
20 conferences (C). The authors and papers are divided
into four areas: database, data mining, machine learning,
and information retrieval. We do the two tasks for papers
and authors and call them DBLP-P and DBLP-A, respec-
tively. We use 4 meta-paths, namely APCPA, APA, PAP,
and PCP, for meta-path related baselines.

• ACM (Yun et al. 2019): We extract papers published in
KDD, SIGMOD, SIGCOMM, MobiCOMM, and VLDB
and divide them into three classes: database, wireless
communication, and data mining. Then we construct an
HIN that contains 3,025 papers (P), 5,912 authors (A),
and 57 conference subjects (S). Papers are labeled accord-
ing to their conferences. Paper features are the bag-of-
words representation of keywords. We use PAP and PSP
for meta-path related baselines.

• Yelp (Shi et al. 2015): We extract a subset of Yelp dataset
which contains 2,614 businesses (B), 1,286 users (U), 4
Services (S), and 9 Rating Levels (L).

Baselines
We compare NSHE with eleven state-of-the-art embedding
methods including four homogeneous network embedding
methods, i.e., DeepWalk, GCN, GAT, and GraphSAGE, four
heterogeneous networks embedding methods, i.e., MP2Vec,
HAN, HeGAN, and GTN, and three graph structure learning
related methods, i.e. LDS, Pro-GNN, and Geom-GCN.
• DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014): It per-

forms a random walk on networks and then learns the rep-
resentation of nodes via the Skip-Gram model.

• GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017): It performs a localized
first-order approximation of spectral graph convolutions.

• GAT (Velickovic et al. 2018): It leverages attention mech-
anism to aggregate neighbors using graph neural networks
with different weight.

• GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017): It
aggregates information from sampled neighbors and per-
form 2-layer graph convolution with mean/pooling/lstm
aggregators.

• Metapath2Vec (Dong, Chawla, and Swami 2017): It
adopts meta-paths based random walk and heterogeneous
Skip-Gram model to perform node embedding.

• HAN (Wang et al. 2019b): It adopts node-level and
semantic-level graph attention network on meta-paths
based graphs.

• HeGAN (Hu, Fang, and Shi 2019): It learns the represen-
tation of nodes in HIN via preserving the heterogeneous
relations with adversarial learning.

where �(·) denotes a non-linear activation function, W⌧ and
b⌧ stands for the mapping matrix and the bias vector of type
⌧ . Based on Equation 1, the heterogeneous node features are
mapped to a common space. We perform metric learning af-
terwards and obtain the learned feature similarity adjacency
matrix SFS

r
2 R|V�h(r)||⇥|V�t(r)|:

SFS

r
[i, j] =

⇢
�FS

r
(f 0

i
, f 0

j
) �FS

r
(f 0

i
, f 0

j
) > ✏FS

0 otherwise (2)

where ✏FS is a threshold ranged from [0, 1] that controls
the sparsity of feature similarity graph, with larger ✏FS , the
model become more strict and select only the most similar
pairs. �FS

r
is a k-head weighted cosine similarity function

defined as:

�FS

r
(f 0

i
, f 0

j
) =

1

k

kX

i

cos
�
wFS

i,r
� f 0

i
,wFS

i,r
� f 0

j

�
(3)

where � denotes the Hadamard product, WFS

r
= [wFS

i,r
] is

a set of learnable parameters of �FS

r
that weights the im-

portance of different dimensions of the feature vectors. By
assigning learnable weights to different feature dimensions
and filtering out the unlikely node pairs below the threshold,
the HGSL mines the potential graph structure SFS

r
from the

feature spaces.

Feature Propagation Graph The idea of the feature prop-
agation graph is that the similarity of feature could propagate
to its neighbors and generate potential graph structure. Take
movie-user relationship as an example, on the one hand,
users are more willing to watch the similar movies of their
watched movies than other random movies, i.e. propagation
of movie similarity. On the other hand, users are willing to
watch the movies watched by similar users, i.e. propagation
of user similarity.

Here we introduce how to generate the feature propaga-
tion graph, given the target relation r with its head and tail
node type feature matrices F�h(r) and F�t(r), the first step is
to calculate the similarity graph of the different features (find
similar user and movies in the example). The head similarity
graph SFH

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)| can be calculated by:

SFH

r
[i, j] =

⇢
�FH

r
(fi, fj) �FH

r
(fi, fj) > ✏FP

0 otherwise (4)

where fi and fj are the i th and j th row of feature matrix
F�h(r). The similarity threshold ✏FP controls the sparsity
of feature propagation graphs. �FH

r
is the metric learning

function in the framework of Equation 3 with different pa-
rameters WFH

r
. Similarly, we can calculate the tail feature

similarity graph SFT 2 R|V�t(r)|⇥|V�t(r)| with WFT

r
.

After we get the two feature similarity graphs, we prop-
agate them using the original topology structure and ob-
tain the feature propagation graphs of relation r denoted as
SFPH

r
and SFPT

r
:

SFPH

r
= SFH

r
· Ar,S

FPT

r
= SFR · AT

r
. (5)

where Ar 2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)| denotes the original adja-
cency matrix of Gr and AT

r
denotes the transpose of it.

By learning the feature propagation graph, HGSL mines the
potential interactions between feature spaces and topology
spaces.

The overall generated feature graph for relation r, denoted
as SFeat

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|, can be obtained by fusing the

feature similarity graph and two feature propagation graphs:

SFeat

r
= e1S

FS

r
+ e2S

FPH

r
+ e3A

FPT

r
(6)

where e1, e2, and e3 are learnable channel weights.

Semantic Graph Generator
High-order relationships are important topology structures
in graph mining (Cui et al. 2019). Specially, in hetero-
geneous graphs,these high-order relationships defers from
each other with different semantics determined by meta-
paths. In light of this, we aim to generate graph structure
with different semantics.

A straightforward way to generate semantic graphs is to
treat the commuting matrix, i.e. sequentially multiply the
adjacency matrix along meta-paths, as the generated graph.
However, this method not only lacks the flexibility to gener-
ate different relations and downstream tasks since the com-
muting matrix is fixed, but also discards the intermediate
nodes which leads to information loss (Fu et al. 2020).

Therefore, we propose a solution shown in Figure 2(c)
to generate the potential semantic graph structure which is
not only flexible to learn personalized graphs for each rela-
tion but also captures the complex semantic structure. For
an interested meta-path set P =

S
M

m=1 Pm with M meta-
paths, HGSL use pre-trained meta-path based random walk
embedding matrices ZP1 , ZP2 , · · · , ZPM to generate seman-
tic graphs. MP2Vec (Dong, Chawla, and Swami 2017) is
applied to generate meta-path based node embeddings, by
the mechanism of heterogeneous skip-gram, the intermedi-
ate nodes within the window size of skip-gram is preserved.

Specifically, for each meta-path Pm and each rela-
tion r, we generate a candidate semantic graph SMP

r,m
2

R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|, where each edge is calculated by:

SMP

r,m
[i, j] =

⇢
�MP

r,m
(zm

i
, zm

j
) �MP

r,m
(zm

i
, zm

j
) > ✏Sem

0 otherwise
(7)

where zm

i
stands for the i th row of ZPm , �MP

r,m
is the

metric learning function with parameters WMP

r,m
. The overall

semantic graph for relation r can be obtained by aggregating
all the candidate semantic graphs:

ASem

r
=

MX

m=1

emSMP

r,m
(8)

where {em, m 2 1, 2, · · · , M} are the learnable channel at-
tention values for different meta-path graphs.

After we obtain the semantic graph, the overall generated
graph structure for relation r denoted as A0

r
, can be obtained

by aggregating the learned feature graph and semantic graph
along with the original graph structure:

Feature
 Graph
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Semantic Graph Generator

Example: In a citation heterogeneous graph, say r = “AP”
(an author writes a paper), then we have �h(r) = “Author”
and �t(r) = “Paper” and Gr contains all the authors and
papers with “write” relation.
Definition 4. Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning
(HGSL). Given a heterogeneous graph G = (V, E, F), the
task of heterogeneous graph structure learning is to jointly
learn the the heterogeneous graph structure G0 = (V, E0, F)
and the parameters of GNNs for downstream tasks.

The Proposed Method
Model Framework
Conventionally in graph structure learning, the graph struc-
ture is usually modeled as a R|V |⇥|V | parameterized matrix
and optimized towards classification objectives (Franceschi
et al. 2019; Jin et al. 2020). Which not only ignores the
heterogeneous nature of generation of different edges but
also demands large memory cost. Alternatively, we consider
a heterogeneous graph as a combination of multiple rela-
tion subgraphs and generate them separately, which not only
treats the relations heterogeneously but also demands much
less memory for modeling learnable graph structures.

Figure 1 (a) illustrates the framework of the proposed
HGSL. Given a heterogeneous graph, HGSL takes the in-
formation from original graph structure, the feature spaces,
and the semantic spaces as input. Then, for each relation r,
HGSL learns a feature graph and a semantic graph and fuse
them with the original graph to obtain the generated rela-
tion subgraph Gr. Afterwards, the generated graphs are fed
into a GNN and perform node classification. By minimizing
the combination of classification loss and the graph regular-
ization loss, HGSL adaptively optimizes the graph structure
and the GNN parameters jointly.

Feature Graph Generator
P1, P2, PM (1)

Despite the original graph may be noisy and incomplete,
the heterogeneous feature spaces F contains rich informa-
tion for generating the underlying graph structure. There-
fore, we propose to generate a feature graph structure SFeat

r

to augment the original graph structure Ar shown in Figure
1 (b).Naturally, the direct similarity between node features
forms potential edges (Jiang et al. 2019; Chen, Wu, and Zaki
2019). Hence, HGSL generates a feature similarity graph via
heterogeneous feature mapping and metric learning. More-
over, the deep correlation between feature and topological
structures (Wang et al. 2020) also implies latent links. In
light of this, we propose to explore the feature propagation
graphs, i.e. SFPH

r
and SFPT

r
by propagating feature simi-

larity matrices through topology structure. Then, the three
generated candidate feature graphs are aggregated to a fea-
ture graph SFeat

r
by channel attention.

Specifically, as shown in Figure 1 (b), for each relation r,
given the heterogeneous feature matrices F�h(r) and F�t(r),
HGSL generates a feature graph SFeat

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|

and two feature propagation graphs SFPH

r
and SFPT

r
. Then,

these candidate feature graphs are aggregated to a feature
graph SFeat

r
by channel attention.

Figure 1: Overview of the HGSL framework. (a) Model
framework. (b) Feature graph generator. (c) Semantic graph
generator.

Feature Similarity Graph The main idea behind feature
similarity graph is that the more similar the features of
two nodes are, the more likely there would be a poten-
tial edge between them. However, the feature spaces F�h(r)
and F�t(r) are in different spaces with distinct distributions.
Therefore, we firstly perform heterogeneous feature map-
ping (Wang et al. 2019b) to handle this heterogeneity,.

Specifically, for each node type ⌧ with its feature matrix
F⌧ , we use a type-specific mapping layer to map the hetero-
geneous features to a common feature space F0 2 R|V |⇥|dc|,
where dc stands for the dimension of common feature space:

F0 = �(W⌧F⌧ + b⌧ ), (2)

where �(·) denotes a non-linear activation function, W⌧ and
b⌧ stands for the mapping matrix and the bias vector of type
⌧ . Based on Equation 2, the heterogeneous node features are
mapped to a common space. Then, we perform metric learn-
ing and obtain the learned feature similarity adjacency ma-
trix SFS
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where ✏FS is a threshold ranged from [0, 1] that controls
the sparsity of feature similarity graph, with larger ✏FS , the
model becomes more strict and selects less edges with more
similar features. �FS
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is a k-head weighted cosine similarity

function defined as:
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where � denotes the Hadamard product, WFS

r
= [wFS

i,r
] is

the learnable parameters of �FS

r
that weights the importance

of different dimensions of the feature vectors. By perform-
ing metric learning and ruling out edges with little feature
similarity, HGSL learns the candidate feature graph SFS

r
.

Feature Propagation Graph The idea of the feature prop-
agation graph is that the similarity of feature could propagate

Example: In a citation heterogeneous graph, say r = “AP”
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and �t(r) = “Paper” and Gr contains all the authors and
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The Proposed Method
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and optimized towards classification objectives (Franceschi
et al. 2019; Jin et al. 2020). Which not only ignores the
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also demands large memory cost. Alternatively, we consider
a heterogeneous graph as a combination of multiple rela-
tion subgraphs and generate them separately, which not only
treats the relations heterogeneously but also demands much
less memory for modeling learnable graph structures.

Figure 1 (a) illustrates the framework of the proposed
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formation from original graph structure, the feature spaces,
and the semantic spaces as input. Then, for each relation r,
HGSL learns a feature graph and a semantic graph and fuse
them with the original graph to obtain the generated rela-
tion subgraph Gr. Afterwards, the generated graphs are fed
into a GNN and perform node classification. By minimizing
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similarity graph is that the more similar the features of
two nodes are, the more likely there would be a poten-
tial edge between them. However, the feature spaces F�h(r)
and F�t(r) are in different spaces with distinct distributions.
Therefore, we firstly perform heterogeneous feature map-
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also demands large memory cost. Alternatively, we consider
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Figure 1 (a) illustrates the framework of the proposed
HGSL. Given a heterogeneous graph, HGSL takes the in-
formation from original graph structure, the feature spaces,
and the semantic spaces as input. Then, for each relation r,
HGSL learns a feature graph and a semantic graph and fuse
them with the original graph to obtain the generated rela-
tion subgraph Gr. Afterwards, the generated graphs are fed
into a GNN and perform node classification. By minimizing
the combination of classification loss and the graph regular-
ization loss, HGSL adaptively optimizes the graph structure
and the GNN parameters jointly.

Feature Graph Generator
P1, P2, PM (1)

Despite the original graph may be noisy and incomplete,
the heterogeneous feature spaces F contains rich informa-
tion for generating the underlying graph structure. There-
fore, we propose to generate a feature graph structure SFeat

r

to augment the original graph structure Ar shown in Figure
1 (b).Naturally, the direct similarity between node features
forms potential edges (Jiang et al. 2019; Chen, Wu, and Zaki
2019). Hence, HGSL generates a feature similarity graph via
heterogeneous feature mapping and metric learning. More-
over, the deep correlation between feature and topological
structures (Wang et al. 2020) also implies latent links. In
light of this, we propose to explore the feature propagation
graphs, i.e. SFPH

r
and SFPT

r
by propagating feature simi-

larity matrices through topology structure. Then, the three
generated candidate feature graphs are aggregated to a fea-
ture graph SFeat

r
by channel attention.

Specifically, as shown in Figure 1 (b), for each relation r,
given the heterogeneous feature matrices F�h(r) and F�t(r),
HGSL generates a feature graph SFeat

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|

and two feature propagation graphs SFPH

r
and SFPT

r
. Then,

these candidate feature graphs are aggregated to a feature
graph SFeat

r
by channel attention.

Figure 1: Overview of the HGSL framework. (a) Model
framework. (b) Feature graph generator. (c) Semantic graph
generator.

Feature Similarity Graph The main idea behind feature
similarity graph is that the more similar the features of
two nodes are, the more likely there would be a poten-
tial edge between them. However, the feature spaces F�h(r)
and F�t(r) are in different spaces with distinct distributions.
Therefore, we firstly perform heterogeneous feature map-
ping (Wang et al. 2019b) to handle this heterogeneity,.

Specifically, for each node type ⌧ with its feature matrix
F⌧ , we use a type-specific mapping layer to map the hetero-
geneous features to a common feature space F0 2 R|V |⇥|dc|,
where dc stands for the dimension of common feature space:

F0 = �(W⌧F⌧ + b⌧ ), (2)

where �(·) denotes a non-linear activation function, W⌧ and
b⌧ stands for the mapping matrix and the bias vector of type
⌧ . Based on Equation 2, the heterogeneous node features are
mapped to a common space. Then, we perform metric learn-
ing and obtain the learned feature similarity adjacency ma-
trix SFS
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where ✏FS is a threshold ranged from [0, 1] that controls
the sparsity of feature similarity graph, with larger ✏FS , the
model becomes more strict and selects less edges with more
similar features. �FS
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where � denotes the Hadamard product, WFS
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= [wFS

i,r
] is

the learnable parameters of �FS

r
that weights the importance

of different dimensions of the feature vectors. By perform-
ing metric learning and ruling out edges with little feature
similarity, HGSL learns the candidate feature graph SFS

r
.

Feature Propagation Graph The idea of the feature prop-
agation graph is that the similarity of feature could propagate
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Semantic
Graph

node type feature matrices F�h(r) and F�t(r), the first step
is to calculate the similarity graphs of the different features
(find similar user and movies in the example). The head fea-
ture similarity graph SFH

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�h(r)| can be calcu-

lated by:
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where fi and fj are the i th and j th row of feature matrix
F�h(r). The similarity threshold ✏FP controls the sparsity
of feature propagation graphs. �FH

r
is the metric learning

function in the framework of Equation 3 with different pa-
rameters WFH

r
. Similarly, we can calculate the tail feature

similarity graph SFT
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After we get the two feature similarity graphs, we prop-
agate them using the topology structure and obtain the fea-
ture propagation graphs of relation r denoted as SFPH

r
and

SFPT

r
:
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where Ar 2 R|V�h(r)|0̈imes|V�t(r)| denotes the original ad-
jacency matrix of Gr . AT

r
denotes the transpose of it.

By learning the feature propagation graph, HGSL mines
the potential interactions between the heterogeneous feature
spaces and topology spaces.

The overall generated feature graph for relation r, denoted
as SFeat

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|, can be obtained by fusing the

feature similarity graph and two feature propagation graphs:
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where e1, e2, and e3 are learnable channel attention weights
for balancing the importance of candidate feature graphs.

Semantic Graph Generator
High-order relationships are important topology structures
in graph mining (Cui et al. 2019). Notably, in heterogeneous
graphs, these high-order relationships defers from each other
with different semantics determined by meta-paths. In light
of this, we aim to generate graph structure from high-order
relationships with different semantics.

A straightforward way to generate semantic graphs would
be treating the commuting matrix, i.e. sequentially multi-
ply the adjacency matrix along meta-paths, as the generated
graph. However, this method not only lacks the flexibility to
capture the heterogeneous metric of different relations since
the commuting matrix is fixed, but also discards the interme-
diate nodes which leads to information loss (Fu et al. 2020).

Therefore, we propose a solution shown in Figure 1(c)
to generate the potential semantic graph structure which
is not only flexible to learn personalized graphs for each
relation but also captures the complex semantic structure.
Specifically, for an interested meta-path set P =

S
M

m=1 Pm

with M meta-paths, HGSL uses trained MP2Vec (Dong,
Chawla, and Swami 2017) embeddings denoted as Z =
{ZP1 , ZP2 , · · · , ZPM 2 R|V |⇥d} to generate semantic

graphs. Thanks to the mechanism of heterogeneous skip-
gram, the intermediate nodes within the window size is pre-
served. Moreover, since the training process of semantic em-
beddings is off-line, the computation cost and model com-
plexity is largely reduced.

After obtaining the semantic embeddings Z , for each
meta-path Pm , we generate a candidate semantic subgraph
adjacency matrix SMP

r,m
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|, where each

edge is calculated by:
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stands for the i th row of ZPm , �MP
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metric learning function with parameters WMP
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semantic subgraph for relation r, denoted as ASem
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, can be

obtained by aggregating all the candidate semantic graphs:
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where {em, m 2 1, 2, · · · , M} are the learnable channel at-
tention values for different meta-path graphs.

After we obtain the semantic graph, the overall generated
graph structure for relation r denoted as A0

r
, can be obtained

by aggregating the learned feature graph and semantic graph
along with the original graph structure:

A0
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= ↵1S
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where ↵1, ↵2 ,and ↵3 are learnable channel attention values
that weights the importance of candidate graphs in terms of
generating the overall graph structure. For each relation r,
HGSL generates a new relation adjacency matrix A0

r
and

combine them as new edge set E0. By this means, a new
heterogeneous graph G0 = (V, E0, F) is obtained.

Optimization
In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the
graph structure and the GNN parameters for downstream
tasks. Firstly, we feed the learned graph G0 to GNN to get the
optimization objective for downstream task. Though there
exist series of GNN methods and downstream tasks, in this
work, we focus on GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and node
classification. Please note that with the learned graph struc-
ture G0, our model can be easily applied to other homoge-
neous or heterogeneous GNN methods and other tasks. A
two layer GCN with parameters ✓ = (W1,W2) can be de-
scribed as:
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where Â = D̃�1/2(A + I)D̃�1/2 and D̃ii =
P

j
Âij . We

compose the adjacency matrix A0 from the learned hetero-
geneous graph G0 by consider all nodes as one type. What’s
more, for heterogeneous features, we use the mapped matrix
as feature matrix X, i.e. X = F0; for homogeneous features,
we use the original feature matrix as X. Therefore, the over-
all loss for GNN with classification on the learned graph is:

LGNN =
X

vi2VL

` (f✓(X,A0)i, yi) , (11)
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where ↵1, ↵2 ,and ↵3 is the channel attention for fusing the
graph structure. For each relation r, HGSL generates a new
relation adjacency matrix A0
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set E0. By this means, a new heterogeneous graph G0 =
(V, E0, F) is obtained.
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In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the
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optimization objective for downstream task. Though there
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Âij . We

compose the adjacency matrix A0 from the learned hetero-
geneous graph G0 by consider all nodes as one type. For het-
erogeneous features, we use the mapped matrix as feature
matrix X, i.e. X = F0; for homogeneous features, we use
the original feature matrix as X. Therefore, the overall loss
for GNN with classification on the learned graph is:

LGNN =
X

vi2VL

` (f✓(X,A0)i, yi) (11)

where f✓(X,A0)i is the prediction of node labeled node
vi 2 VL and `(·, ·) measures the difference between pre-
diction and true label such as cross entropy.

Since graph structure learning methods enables the orig-
inal GNN with much stronger ability to fit the downstream
tasks, it would be easier for them to overfit. Therefore, we
apply graph regularization on the learnt graph. The graph
regularization loss Lreg can be obtained by:

Lreg = ↵ tr
⇣
XT L̂0X

⌘
+ �kA0k1. (12)

The first term is a feature smoothness regularization (Jin
et al. 2020) where L̂0 = D0�1/2(D0 �A0)D0�1/2 is the nor-
malized Laplacian matrix with D0

ii
=

P
j
A0

ij
. The second

term is a sparsity regularization that encourage the learned
graph to be sparse. The overall loss L can be obtained by:

L = LGNN + Lreg (13)

By minimizing L, HGSL optimizes the GNN parameters ✓
and the heterogeneous graph structure jointly towards better
downstream tasks performance.

Experiments
Datasets
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
model, we choose node classification as downstream task
and conduct extensive experiments on the following hetero-
geneous graphs with their statistics shown in Table 1:
• DBLP (Yun et al. 2019): We extract a subset of DBLP

which contains 4,323 papers (P), 2,957 authors (A), and
20 conferences (C). The authors and papers are divided
into four areas: database, data mining, machine learning,
and information retrieval. We do the two tasks for papers
and authors and call them DBLP-P and DBLP-A, respec-
tively. We use 4 meta-paths, namely APCPA, APA, PAP,
and PCP, for meta-path related baselines.

• ACM (Yun et al. 2019): We extract papers published in
KDD, SIGMOD, SIGCOMM, MobiCOMM, and VLDB
and divide them into three classes: database, wireless
communication, and data mining. Then we construct an
HIN that contains 3,025 papers (P), 5,912 authors (A),
and 57 conference subjects (S). Papers are labeled accord-
ing to their conferences. Paper features are the bag-of-
words representation of keywords. We use PAP and PSP
for meta-path related baselines.

• Yelp (Shi et al. 2015): We extract a subset of Yelp dataset
which contains 2,614 businesses (B), 1,286 users (U), 4
Services (S), and 9 Rating Levels (L).

Baselines
We compare NSHE with eleven state-of-the-art embedding
methods including four homogeneous network embedding
methods, i.e., DeepWalk, GCN, GAT, and GraphSAGE, four
heterogeneous networks embedding methods, i.e., MP2Vec,
HAN, HeGAN, and GTN, and three graph structure learning
related methods, i.e. LDS, Pro-GNN, and Geom-GCN.
• DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014): It per-

forms a random walk on networks and then learns the rep-
resentation of nodes via the Skip-Gram model.

• GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017): It performs a localized
first-order approximation of spectral graph convolutions.

• GAT (Velickovic et al. 2018): It leverages attention mech-
anism to aggregate neighbors using graph neural networks
with different weight.

• GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017): It
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Example: In a citation heterogeneous graph, say r = “AP”
(an author writes a paper), then we have �h(r) = “Author”
and �t(r) = “Paper” and Gr contains all the authors and
papers with “write” relation.
Definition 4. Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning
(HGSL). Given a heterogeneous graph G = (V, E, F), the
task of heterogeneous graph structure learning is to jointly
learn the the heterogeneous graph structure G0 = (V, E0, F)
and the parameters of GNNs for downstream tasks.

The Proposed Method
Model Framework
Conventionally in graph structure learning, the graph struc-
ture is usually modeled as a R|V |⇥|V | parameterized matrix
and optimized towards classification objectives (Franceschi
et al. 2019; Jin et al. 2020). Which not only ignores the
heterogeneous nature of generation of different edges but
also demands large memory cost. Alternatively, we consider
a heterogeneous graph as a combination of multiple rela-
tion subgraphs and generate them separately, which not only
treats the relations heterogeneously but also demands much
less memory for modeling learnable graph structures.

Figure 1 (a) illustrates the framework of the proposed
HGSL. Given a heterogeneous graph, HGSL takes the in-
formation from original graph structure, the feature spaces,
and the semantic spaces as input. Then, for each relation r,
HGSL learns a feature graph and a semantic graph and fuse
them with the original graph to obtain the generated rela-
tion subgraph Gr. Afterwards, the generated graphs are fed
into a GNN and perform node classification. By minimizing
the combination of classification loss and the graph regular-
ization loss, HGSL adaptively optimizes the graph structure
and the GNN parameters jointly.
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Despite the original graph may be noisy and incomplete,
the heterogeneous feature spaces F contains rich informa-
tion for generating the underlying graph structure. There-
fore, we propose to generate a feature graph structure SFeat

r

to augment the original graph structure Ar shown in Figure
1 (b).Naturally, the direct similarity between node features
forms potential edges (Jiang et al. 2019; Chen, Wu, and Zaki
2019). Hence, HGSL generates a feature similarity graph via
heterogeneous feature mapping and metric learning. More-
over, the deep correlation between feature and topological
structures (Wang et al. 2020) also implies latent links. In
light of this, we propose to explore the feature propagation
graphs, i.e. SFPH

r
and SFPT

r
by propagating feature simi-

larity matrices through topology structure. Then, the three
generated candidate feature graphs are aggregated to a fea-
ture graph SFeat

r
by channel attention.

Specifically, as shown in Figure 1 (b), for each relation r,
given the heterogeneous feature matrices F�h(r) and F�t(r),
HGSL generates a feature graph SFeat

r
2 R|V�h(r)|⇥|V�t(r)|

and two feature propagation graphs SFPH
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and SFPT
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. Then,

these candidate feature graphs are aggregated to a feature
graph SFeat

r
by channel attention.

Figure 1: Overview of the HGSL framework. (a) Model
framework. (b) Feature graph generator. (c) Semantic graph
generator.
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similarity graph is that the more similar the features of
two nodes are, the more likely there would be a poten-
tial edge between them. However, the feature spaces F�h(r)
and F�t(r) are in different spaces with distinct distributions.
Therefore, we firstly perform heterogeneous feature map-
ping (Wang et al. 2019b) to handle this heterogeneity,.

Specifically, for each node type ⌧ with its feature matrix
F⌧ , we use a type-specific mapping layer to map the hetero-
geneous features to a common feature space F0 2 R|V |⇥|dc|,
where dc stands for the dimension of common feature space:

F0 = �(W⌧F⌧ + b⌧ ), (2)

where �(·) denotes a non-linear activation function, W⌧ and
b⌧ stands for the mapping matrix and the bias vector of type
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agation graph is that the similarity of feature could propagate
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semantic graph for relation r can be obtained by aggregating
all the candidate semantic graphs:

ASem

r
=

MX

m=1

emSMP

r,m
(8)

where {em,m 2 1, 2, · · · ,M} are the learnable channel at-
tention values for different meta-path graphs.

After we obtain the semantic graph, the overall generated
graph structure for relation r denoted as A0

r
, can be obtained

by aggregating the learned feature graph and semantic graph
along with the original graph structure:

A0
r
= ↵1S

Feat

r
+ ↵2S

Sem

r
+ ↵3Ar (9)

where ↵1, ↵2 ,and ↵3 is the channel attention for fusing the
graph structure. For each relation r, HGSL generates a new
relation adjacency matrix A0

r
and combine them as new edge

set E0. By this means, a new heterogeneous graph G0 =
(V,E0,F) is obtained.

Optimization
In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the
graph structure and the GNN parameters for downstream
tasks. Firstly, we feed the learnt graph G0 to GNN to get the
optimization objective for downstream task. Though there
exist series of GNN methods and downstream tasks, in this
work, we focus on GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and node
classification. Please note that with the learned graph struc-
ture G0, our model can be easily applied to other homoge-
neous or heterogeneous GNN methods and other tasks. A
two layer GCN with parameters ✓ = (W1,W2) can be de-
scribed as:

f✓(X,A) = softmax
⇣
Â�

⇣
ÂXW1

⌘
W2

⌘
(10)

where Â = D̃�1/2(A + I)D̃�1/2 and D̃ii =
P

j
Âij . We

compose the adjacency matrix A0 from the learned hetero-
geneous graph G0 by consider all nodes as one type. For het-
erogeneous features, we use the mapped matrix as feature
matrix X, i.e. X = F0; for homogeneous features, we use
the original feature matrix as X. Therefore, the overall loss
for GNN with classification on the learned graph is:

LGNN =
X

vi2VL

` (f✓(X,A0)i, yi) (11)

where f✓(X,A0)i is the prediction of node labeled node
vi 2 VL and `(·, ·) measures the difference between pre-
diction and true label such as cross entropy.

Since graph structure learning methods enables the orig-
inal GNN with much stronger ability to fit the downstream
tasks, it would be easier for them to overfit. Therefore, we
apply graph regularization on the learnt graph. The graph
regularization loss Lreg can be obtained by:

Lreg = ↵ tr
⇣
XT L̂0X

⌘
+ �kA0k1. (12)

The first term is a feature smoothness regularization (Jin
et al. 2020) where L̂0 = D0�1/2(D0�A0)D0�1/2 is the nor-
malized Laplacian matrix with D0

ii
=

P
j
A0

ij
. The second

term is a sparsity regularization that encourage the learned
graph to be sparse. The overall loss L can be obtained by:

L = LGNN + Lreg (13)

By minimizing L, HGSL optimizes the GNN parameters ✓
and the heterogeneous graph structure jointly towards better
downstream tasks performance.

Experiments
Datasets
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
model, we choose node classification as downstream task
and conduct extensive experiments on the following hetero-
geneous graphs with their statistics shown in Table 1:

• DBLP (Yun et al. 2019): We extract a subset of DBLP
which contains 9556 papers (P), 2000 authors (A), and
20 conferences (C). The authors and papers are divided
into four areas: database, data mining, machine learning,
and information retrieval. We do the two tasks for papers
and authors and call them DBLP-P and DBLP-A, respec-
tively. We use 4 meta-paths, namely APCPA, APA, PAP,
and PCP, for meta-path related baselines.

• ACM (Yun et al. 2019): We extract papers published in
KDD, SIGMOD, SIGCOMM, MobiCOMM, and VLDB
and divide them into three classes: database, wireless
communication, and data mining. Then we construct an
HIN that contains 4019 papers (P), 7167 authors (A), and
60 conference subjects (S). Papers are labeled accord-
ing to their conferences. Paper features are the bag-of-
words representation of keywords. We use PAP and PSP
for meta-path related baselines.

• Yelp (He et al. 2019):

Baselines
We compare NSHE with eleven state-of-the-art embedding
methods including four homogeneous network embedding
methods, i.e., DeepWalk, GCN, GAT, and GraphSAGE, four
heterogeneous networks embedding methods, i.e., MP2Vec,
HAN, HeGAN, and GTN, and three graph structure learning
related methods, i.e. LDS, Pro-GNN, and Geom-GCN.

• DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014): It per-
forms a random walk on networks and then learns the rep-
resentation of nodes via the Skip-Gram model.

• GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017): It performs a localized
first-order approximation of spectral graph convolutions.

• GAT (Velickovic et al. 2018): It leverages attention mech-
anism to aggregate neighbors using graph neural networks
with different weight.

• GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017):

• Metapath2Vec (Dong, Chawla, and Swami 2017): It
adopts meta-paths based random walk and heterogeneous
Skip-Gram model to perform node embedding.

• HAN (Wang et al. 2019b):
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set E0. By this means, a new heterogeneous graph G0 =
(V,E0,F) is obtained.

Optimization
In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the
graph structure and the GNN parameters for downstream
tasks. Firstly, we feed the learnt graph G0 to GNN to get the
optimization objective for downstream task. Though there
exist series of GNN methods and downstream tasks, in this
work, we focus on GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and node
classification. Please note that with the learned graph struc-
ture G0, our model can be easily applied to other homoge-
neous or heterogeneous GNN methods and other tasks. A
two layer GCN with parameters ✓ = (W1,W2) can be de-
scribed as:

f✓(X,A) = softmax
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where Â = D̃�1/2(A + I)D̃�1/2 and D̃ii =
P
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Âij . We

compose the adjacency matrix A0 from the learned hetero-
geneous graph G0 by consider all nodes as one type. For het-
erogeneous features, we use the mapped matrix as feature
matrix X, i.e. X = F0; for homogeneous features, we use
the original feature matrix as X. Therefore, the overall loss
for GNN with classification on the learned graph is:

LGNN =
X

vi2VL

` (f✓(X,A0)i, yi) (11)

where f✓(X,A0)i is the prediction of node labeled node
vi 2 VL and `(·, ·) measures the difference between pre-
diction and true label such as cross entropy.

Since graph structure learning methods enables the orig-
inal GNN with much stronger ability to fit the downstream
tasks, it would be easier for them to overfit. Therefore, we
apply graph regularization on the learnt graph. The graph
regularization loss Lreg can be obtained by:

Lreg = ↵ tr
⇣
XT L̂0X
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+ �kA0k1. (12)

The first term is a feature smoothness regularization (Jin
et al. 2020) where L̂0 = D0�1/2(D0�A0)D0�1/2 is the nor-
malized Laplacian matrix with D0

ii
=

P
j
A0

ij
. The second

term is a sparsity regularization that encourage the learned
graph to be sparse. The overall loss L can be obtained by:

L = LGNN + Lreg (13)

By minimizing L, HGSL optimizes the GNN parameters ✓
and the heterogeneous graph structure jointly towards better
downstream tasks performance.

Experiments
Datasets
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
model, we choose node classification as downstream task
and conduct extensive experiments on the following hetero-
geneous graphs with their statistics shown in Table 1:
• DBLP (Yun et al. 2019): We extract a subset of DBLP

which contains 9556 papers (P), 2000 authors (A), and
20 conferences (C). The authors and papers are divided
into four areas: database, data mining, machine learning,
and information retrieval. We do the two tasks for papers
and authors and call them DBLP-P and DBLP-A, respec-
tively. We use 4 meta-paths, namely APCPA, APA, PAP,
and PCP, for meta-path related baselines.

• ACM (Yun et al. 2019): We extract papers published in
KDD, SIGMOD, SIGCOMM, MobiCOMM, and VLDB
and divide them into three classes: database, wireless
communication, and data mining. Then we construct an
HIN that contains 3,025 papers (P), 5,912 authors (A),
and 57 conference subjects (S). Papers are labeled accord-
ing to their conferences. Paper features are the bag-of-
words representation of keywords. We use PAP and PSP
for meta-path related baselines.

• Yelp (Shi et al. 2015): We extract a subset of Yelp dataset
which contains 1,286 users (U), 2,614 businesses (B), 4
Services (S), and 9 Rating Levels (L).

Baselines
We compare NSHE with eleven state-of-the-art embedding
methods including four homogeneous network embedding
methods, i.e., DeepWalk, GCN, GAT, and GraphSAGE, four
heterogeneous networks embedding methods, i.e., MP2Vec,
HAN, HeGAN, and GTN, and three graph structure learning
related methods, i.e. LDS, Pro-GNN, and Geom-GCN.
• DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014): It per-

forms a random walk on networks and then learns the rep-
resentation of nodes via the Skip-Gram model.

• GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017): It performs a localized
first-order approximation of spectral graph convolutions.

• GAT (Velickovic et al. 2018): It leverages attention mech-
anism to aggregate neighbors using graph neural networks
with different weight.

• GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017): It
aggregates information from sampled neighbors and per-
form 2-layer graph convolution with mean/pooling/lstm
aggregators.

• Metapath2Vec (Dong, Chawla, and Swami 2017): It
adopts meta-paths based random walk and heterogeneous
Skip-Gram model to perform node embedding.

• HAN (Wang et al. 2019b): It adopts node-level and
semantic-level graph attention network on meta-paths
based graphs.

• HeGAN (Hu, Fang, and Shi 2019): It learns the represen-
tation of nodes in HIN via preserving the heterogeneous
relations with adversarial learning.

Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning for Graph Neural Networks

Abstract

Heterogeneous Graph Neural Networks (HGNNs) have
drawn increasing attention in recent years and achieved
outstanding performance in heterogeneous graphs on many
tasks. The success of the existing HGNNs relies on one fun-
damental assumption, i.e., the original heterogeneous graph
structure is reliable. However, this assumption is usually
unrealistic, since the heterogeneous graph in reality is in-
evitably noisy or incomplete. Therefore, it is vital to learn
the heterogeneous graph structure for HGNNs rather than
rely on the raw graph structure. In light of this, we make
the first attempt towards learning an accurate heterogeneous
graph structure for HGNNs and propose a novel framework
HGSL, which jointly performs Heterogeneous Graph Struc-
ture Learning and GNN parameters learning for classifica-
tion task. In HGSL, feature similarity graphs, feature prop-
agation graphs and semantic graphs are learned via metric
learning to generate new relation subgraphs. By ruling out
edges of little confidence (similarity) and fusing the candi-
date subgraphs with channel attention, a less noisy and more
connected heterogeneous graph is learned and fed to GNN.
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Many real-world data can be viewed as graphs, such as bib-
liographic graphs, citation graphs, and social media graphs.
Graph Neural Network (GNN), as a powerful deep repre-
sentation learning tool to deal with graph data, has drawn
increasing attention and is widely applied to node classifica-
tion (Kipf and Welling 2017; Velickovic et al. 2018; Xu et al.
2019), graph classification (Duvenaud et al. 2015; Lee, Lee,
and Kang 2019), and recommendation (Ying et al. 2018;
Fan et al. 2019b; Wang et al. 2019a). Recently, to cater
for the vast need of representation learning on heteroge-
neous graphs (Sun et al. 2011), which consist of multiple
types of nodes or links, Heterogeneous Graph Neural Net-
works (HGNNs) are proposed and have shown remarkable
improvements on many applications (Zhang et al. 2018; Hu
et al. 2019b; Li et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2019a; Fan et al. 2019a).
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Most HGNNs follow a message-passing scheme where
the node embedding is learned by aggregating and trans-
forming the embeddings of its original neighbors (Zhang
et al. 2019a; Zhao et al. 2020a; Hong et al. 2020) or meta-
path based neighbors (Wang et al. 2019b; Yun et al. 2019;
Hu et al. 2020; Fu et al. 2020). The success of HGNNs
heavily rely on a good heterogeneous graph structure, how-
ever, such requirement cannot be always satisfied. One main
reason is that the heterogeneous graph is usually extracted
from complex interaction systems by some predefined rules.
Either the rules or the complex system inevitably contain
some uncertain information or mistakes. Taking recommen-
dation graphs as an example, it is well accepted that users
may misclick some unwanted items, bringing noisy infor-
mation to this user-item bipartite graph. More importantly,
the noisy information will propagate over the metapath in
HGNNs, and be further enhanced. The other reason is that
the HIN structure extraction is usually independent to the
downstream tasks, making the extracted structure be not op-
timal for the tasks. Therefore, learning an optimal heteroge-
neous graph for GNN is a fundamental problem.

Recently, graph structure learning (GSL) methods
(Franceschi et al. 2019; Jiang et al. 2019; Chen, Wu, and
Zaki 2019; Jin et al. 2020), which jointly optimize the graph
structure and the GNN parameters, are proposed and achieve
significant performance on node classification. However,
these methods are all designed for homogeneous graphs,
which can not be directly applied to heterogeneous graphs
with the following challenges: (1) How to deal with the het-

erogeneity? The heterogeneity of heterogeneous graphs lies
in both nodes and edges. On the one hand, the node fea-
tures are in distinct spaces with different dimensions. On the
other hand, the underlying metric to generate different edges
is heterogeneous(Chen et al. 2018; Lu et al. 2019; Hu, Fang,
and Shi 2019). Generating all kinds of edges using one met-
ric inevitably restricts the capability of graph structure learn-
ing. (2) How to effectively utilize the semantic information of

high-order graphs? Unlike homogeneous graphs, high-order
relations in heterogeneous graphs contain rich semantics,
which is advantageous in finding useful high-order structure
and providing interpretations. Neglect the high-order rela-
tions or coarsely treat these high-order relations equally hin-
ders the capability of graph structure learning.

To address these challenges, we make the first attempt
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Outline 
l Basic concepts

√   Models

¢ Shallow models

¢ Deep models

√   OpenHGNN platform

l Pre-training

l Applications

l Conclusion and future work
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Platform: OpenHGNN

l OpenHGNN is an open-source toolkit for Heterogeneous Graph 
Neural Network based on Deep Graph Library and PyTorch.

¢ A tool integrates SOTA models and helps you run experiments with a line of 
command.

https://github.com/BUPT-GAMMA/OpenHGNN

OpenHGNN framework
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Platform: OpenHGNN

l OpenHGNN is great for HGNN beginners, domain experts 
and HGNN researchers.

¢ You are a beginner to HGNN, who wants to understand how 
HGNN works. OpenHGNN provides standardized HGNN 
implementation and evaluation.

¢ You want to apply HGNN to your exciting applications. OpenHGNN
provides a simple interface to evaluate performance of many 
existing models fast for your application scenarios. 

¢ You are a HGNN researcher, who wants to innovate HGNN models 
or propose new HGNN tasks. OpenHGNN helps you test the 
performance of new model and do hyper-parameter search.
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Platform: OpenHGNN

l Developing pipeline of OpenHGNN

p Easy-to-Use: OpenHGNN provides easy-to-use interfaces for running 
experiments with the given models and datasets.

p Extensibility: User can define customized task/model/dataset to apply 
new models to new scenarios.

p Efficiency: The backend DGL provides efficient APIs.
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Platform: OpenHGNN

l Supported models l Further development

¢ v0.2

p More models

p Design space for HGNN

p Benchmark & Leaderborad

p Logger module

¢ v0.3

p Distribution demo

p Visualization demo

p …


